Boulevard Brewery
80 Acre- A hybrid that yields a bumper crop of flavor; a delightfully distinctive ale with the aroma of an IPA and the
refreshing taste of a wheat beer. $4
KC Pils –A salute to bygone breweries by reviving their legacy with Boulevard Pilsner: 100% malt, real hop character,
unpasteurized. It’s the taste of tradition. $4
Pale Ale-A variety of caramel malts impart a rich flavor and amber color, while liberal use of whole hops adds zest and
aroma. $4
Single Wide-This American version—inspired by the Smokestack Series Double-Wide I.P.A.—boasts a heady combination
of six varieties of hops, some of which were employed for dry-hopping. $4
Unfiltered Wheat-This easy drinking American-style wheat beer has become the most popular offering, and the bestselling craft beer in the Midwest. $4
Zon- A classic Belgian witbier that combines coriander and orange zest. (Seasonal) $4
Bully Porter- A rendition of an English porter beer that is robust in nature. Balanced by generous and complex hop
character $4
Nutcracker Ale -Boulevard’s holiday gift for real beer lovers. This hearty, warming brew is a classic winter ale, deep
amber in color, with hints of molasses balanced by the “spiciness” of Chinook hops. (Seasonal) $5
Spring Belle- Marries the crisp, spicy flavor of a traditional farmhouse saison, with its citrusy hop notes, to the fresh
floral aromas of chamomile, rose petals, and elderflower. (Seasonal) $4
Last Splash – A Wet hopped IPA with delicate floral hop notes and a supporting dry bitterness. It is balanced by a body
of pale, pilsner, caramel, and Munich malts. (Seasonal) $4

Smokestack Series
Dark Truth Stout-Layers of complex flavors slowly emerge from the glass: espresso, roasted fig, crème brulée. Belgian
yeast provides a plum-like fruitiness, noble German hops reveal spicy, herbal notes, while the rich, velvety mouthfeel
mellows to a dry, smoky finish. $5 (9.7% alc/vol)
Tank 7 Farmhouse Ale- Beginning with a big surge of fruity aromatics and grapefruit-hoppy notes, the flavor of this
complex, straw-colored ale tapers off to a peppery, dry finish. $5 (8.5% Alc/vol)
The Sixth Glass -A quadrupel ale, meant for the mature connoisseur, is a deep and mysterious libation, dark auburn and
full-bodied, its sweetness deceptive. $5 (10.5% Alc/vol)
The Calling-A bold lush IPA. A heavily hopped beer bursting forth with unmistakable tropical fruit and pine hop aromas
and flavor supported with a slightly sweet malt character, tapering to a crisp, dry finish. $5 (8.5% Alc/vol)

Cathedral Square Brewery
Belgian Abbey Ale – Traditional Belgian Style Abbey Ale brewed with five malt and two hop varieties. $4
Hail Mary Belgian Style IPA - Belgian Style – IPA brewed with four malt and three hop varieties. $4
Belgian White Ale-A light body, cloudy color and touch of spice makes this beer easy to drink $4

Schlafly Brewing Company
Raspberry –Raspberry puree is added to this Hefeweizen during the primary fermentation process. Although there is no
added sugar, color or flavors, the resulting beer is a hazy pink color, with citrus aromas from the wheat and a flavor that
is neat and tart. (Seasonal) $4
Pale Ale – Schlafly’s flagship Pale Ale is a smooth, balanced, copper-colored session beer with mildly spiced flavor and
aroma from the East Kent Goldings hops. $4
Hefeweizen – Made with thirty percent American winter wheat, Hefeweizen is balanced with sweet golden malted
barley and Tettnang hops from Oregon that evoke a hint of spice. $4
T-IPA- A Tasmanian IPA with Australian hops imparting a citrus flavor (Seasonal). $4
Coffee Stout-This classic oatmeal stout is brewed with Kaldi coffee from St. Louis. Delicious and malty. (Seasonal) $4
Pumpkin – Pumpkin Ale blends the spices of the harvest with full-bodied sweetness for a beer that tastes like pumpkin
pie. Pounds of pumpkin form a malty foundation that supports the fall flavors of cinnamon, nutmeg and clove. $5
(seasonal)
American Pale Ale – Assertive hop flavor joins the pine/citrus aroma characteristic of American hops to balance the full
body provided by North American malts. $4
Oatmeal Stout – Freshly-roasted coffee beans, cocoa and touches of raisin and dried fruit dominate the aroma of this
super dark ale. The richness of the grain blend is balanced by the nutty character of the roasted malt, the creaminess
from the oatmeal flakes and a dose of hops. $4

Weston Brewing Company
Drop Kick Ale – This concoction bears the best of an American brown ale and an Enlgish stye bitter to tickle your taste
buds pint after pint. $4
Irish Cream Ale – Golden in color-it is a smooth, sweet and creamy brew with a light floral hop nose, malty middle and
smooth finish. Don't miss the brew that started it all for Weston Brewing Co. $4
Ruddy Wheat – This red wheat is sure to please a wide range of craft palates. Brewed with honey malt and oats, this is
not an average wheat! $4
American Domestic Lager – A light-bodied brew which is crisp and clean with a smooth hop bitterness that lasts into
the finish. $4
Rip Van Winkle - "The Richest Bottle of Beer in the World." The new Rip is a malty bock beer as a turn of the century
German would have brewed. Amazingly smooth for an 8% beer. $4 (8% alc/vol)
IPA-An IPA that is smooth with 7.5% ABV and 89 IBU’s. $4

Tall Grass Brewery
Buffalo Sweat- An oatmeal stout brewed with cream sugar and copious amounts of roasted barley make this a must try
beer. It’s been described as a dark chocolate milk shake with an espresso shot. 16 oz. $5

Mother’s Brewing Company
Tow Head – Mother’s captured a subtle blend of sweet, fruity flavors in this bottle of beer—well suited for close
examination yet balanced to go down smooth, clean, and crisp when you just want something cold and tasty. $4
Sandy Wheat – The spirit and malt bill of a Belgian Witbier fused with the hop and soul of an American Pale Ale, with
just a touch of grapefruit zest, makes Sandy subtly complex yet refreshingly crisp. $4
Lil Helper –An IPA that is aggressively hopped in both the wort kettle and aging vessel for a sharp, clean bitterness and
fragrant citrus hop flavors. They have instilled a mellow malt character as the backbone to balance the elevated alcohol
and hop levels IPA lovers crave. $4 (7% alc/vol)
3 Blind Mice - After lots of research to find the perfect styles for the base, the clear winners were the lighter body and
caramel characters of Irish red ales, the soft chocolate and toffee flavors from English brown ales, and the hop
component and balance of German altbiers. $4
Sandy-A hopped up wheat with the spirit and malt of a Belgian witbier fused with the hop and soul of an APA with a hint
of grapefruit. (Seasonal) $4
Wintergrind- A rich stout brewed with a cold brewed espresso blend. Beer and coffee lovers unite. (Seasonal) $4
Oktoberfest- An amber lager brewed for fall. A medium bodied beer with a smooth malty flavor and a hint of hops.
(Seasonal) $4
Spring Batch- A light farmhouse style ale inspired by the saisons of yesteryear. It is unfiltered with a deep hue and
medium body. (Seasonal) $4

Burr Oak Brewing
Trail Bender Wheat- Blends the flavors of an American Wheat Beer with a German Kolsch ale. The result, a light and
refreshing beer, reminiscent of your favorite German lager. $4
Boone County Brown- A rich brown porter style beer that is surprisingly easy to drink with a remarkably smooth finish.
Leaves behind notes of dark chocolate and roasted coffee. $4
DeVine IPA -Is generously hopped, giving a firm bitterness and right off the vine resinous hop flavor that is so desirable
in an India Pale Ale. $4

Root Cellars Brewing
Row Hard Rootbeer- created a BIG root beer with an alcohol content that pays homage to its roots... Yes, it is great with
ice cream. 16oz. $5
Pedal Hard Ginger Beer -Is brewed in small batches with simple, natural ingredients. 16 oz. $5

Flying Monkey Brewing
Amber Ale- Well balanced, moderately malty with a classic soft finish. Winning beer drinkers over, and paying our bills,
since 1996. $4
Four Finger Stout - Dark and roasty, mashed in with copious amounts of roasted barley to deliver a big up-front flavor,
followed by our typical dry finish. $4
Wheat Beer- Crisp and refreshing. Brewed with 40% malted wheat with an added emphasis on Caramel and Munich
malts for mouthfeel and flavor. $4

O’Fallon Brewery
Pumpkin-It’s pumpkin pie in a bottle. This beer is made with 136 lbs. of real pumpkin then seasoned with fall spices to
finish the beer. $5 (seasonal)
Kite Tail-Light in body and refreshing, this beer is in the style of a cream ale. An original American beer modeled after
the light lagers of its time. (Seasonal) $4
Cherry Chocolates-A dark wheat beer that tastes just like the name. (Seasonal) $4
Wheach- A smooth clean wheat beer with a touch of Peach. $4

Tinmill Brewery
Skyscraper – A cold, slow lagering process is used by only a handful of small brewers in the United States. If you are
ready to try a crisp, clean beer that epitomizes the German style of brewing, this is the one. $4
Midnight Whistle – The malt used in Midnight Whistle is roasted just like a coffee bean. We love it with chocolate or any
dessert. Beats coffee for an evening night cap. $4
First Street Wheat –There is 60% German Wheat in First Street Wheat. Most US Wheat Beers use only 10 to 40% wheat.
Missouri law calls for 25% wheat in a wheat beer; no problem here. $4
Red Caboose - This is one of the most popular beers. The maltiness balances just a touch of bitterness for a smooth,
drinkable beer. $4

Crown Valley Brewery
Peachie Wheat –Takes the great aspects of an American wheat beer and pairs them with the lightly sweet and fruity
characteristics of fresh Missouri peaches. (Seasonal) $4
Gunslinger Double IPA – Starts with a rich malt base to which hops are added… hops and more hops. This skillful blend
of malt sweetness and aggressive hoppiness will rule your senses! $4
Big Bison Ale – German and Belgian malts, noble hops and a unique yeast strain are all necessary to produce this unique
ale. It is aged for one month; beer that tends to please red wine drinkers and is definitely not for the novice beer
drinker. $5
White Wall IPA – The IPA is a Belgian style wheat with a hint of coriander and orange zest. 82 IBU’s $4
Strawberry Cider- Infused with strawberries, this hard cider uses fresh local berries to enhance the flavor of a hard apple
cider. $4
Blackberry Cider- This semi-sweet cider uses fresh local berries to enhance the flavor of hard apple cider. (Seasonal) $4
Farmhouse Lager- Brewed with generous amounts of Vienna malt, which brings this light bodied beer to new
dimensions with a refreshing finish. Perfect if you enjoy a traditional American style beer. $4
Coffman Coffee-A porter with full body and malty chocolate flavors. 22 ounces. (Seasonal) $10

4 Hands Brewery
Single Speed Session–This American blonde ale is a soft and delicate ale brewed with pilsner malt and jasmine flower.
The addition of jasmine adds a floral and slightly fruity layer. Single speed pours a crisp golden hue with floral
undertones. What's your speed? Ours is Single Speed. $10
Pyrus –The name Pyrus originates from the genus of the pear tree. Pyrus is 4 Hands fall/winter Saison brewed with pear
juice, whole white pepper corns, and the zest of fresh oranges. Pyrus pours a hazy golden hue, with aromas of pear,
citrus, and spice. $12
Contact High –Contact High, a spring/summer seasonal, gets its unique flavor by adding copious amounts of pacific
northwest hops and dry hopping with fresh orange zest. $10
Reprise - Reprise pushes the limits of a single hop with an amazing bouquet and stunning bitterness all the way through.
The citrus character provides an experience you will want to repeat. $10
Chocolate Milk Stout-Pours black as the night sky with aromas of dark chocolate, malt and more chocolate. $10
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